
CLASS – XII ARTS
Holiday’s Homework

SUBJECT – POLITICAL SCIENCE
1. The cold  war produced on Arms race as well as arms control. what were the reason 

for both hear development 
2.  what was India’s foreign policy towards the U.S and U.S.S.R during the cold war era.

Do you think that this policy helped  India’s interest. 
3. Name was considered a third option by third world countries. How did this option 

benefit their growth during the peak of the cold war ? 
4.  Describe the role played by India in keeping the non alignment movement alive and 

relevant
5. What were the major consequences of the disintegration of the Soviet Union for 

countries like India 
6. Explain any two reasons for the disintegration of the U.S.S.R ?
7. What was the Soviet system. Asses any four features of the Soviet systems. 
8. Describe the factors that led to the disintegration of U.S.S.R
9. What are the constraints on American hegemony exp.
10. Analyse the biggest three constraints that operate on American hagemoney
11. Examine U.S hegemony as a structural power 
12.  How does geographical proximity influence the formation of regional organisations 
13.  What are the components of the Asean vision 2020 ? 
14.  Name the pillars and the objectives of the Asean community 
15.  In what ways does the present Chines economy differ from its command economy 
16.  In what ways does the present economy differ from its command economy 
17. Mention two areas of cooperation and disagreement between India and Bangladesh 
18.  Describe India's relationship with China from Independence to1962 
19. Write a short notes on SAARC 
20. Describe India's relation with China from Independence to 1962. 

SUBJECT – ECONOMICS
1. what is the meaning of macro economics
2.  Difference between macro and micro economics
3. What do you mean by micro and macro paradox
4.  what is the scope of macroeconomics
5.  what is the significance of macroeconomics
6.  Explain the concept and components of investment 
7.  Difference between intermediate and final goods 
8.  Write down the meaning and importance of circular flow of income 
9. Explain the concept of depreciation 
10.  Difference between consumer and capital goods
11.  what do you mean by nominal and real GDP 
12. What is GDP welfare and its limitation
13.  What do you mean by domestic and national concept of income
14.  Describe all the aggregates related to nominal income 
15.  Difference between normal resident of India and non resident of India
16.  Explain double counting problem
17.  Explain value added method and its precautions
18. Explain concept of income method
19.  Explain concept of value added method 
20.  Explain expenditure method and precaution of income ,expenditure and production 

method.

SUBJECT – ENGLISH
(1) Your club is going to organise an inter- class singing competition. write a notice in 

about 50 words inviting the names of the students who want to participate. you are 
navtej /Navita ,secretary ,Music club ,AP School, Agra

(2)  Draft a poster spreading awareness about the environment. 
(3) You are Aruna /Aarti ,Raja Road ,Kanpur. you had placed an order with Ram Book 

Depot, 4 Mall Road ,Delhi for the supply of some books. On receiving them you are 



disappointed as the books are damaged. write a complaint letter in 120 - 150 words 
to the manager about the problem 

(4) Write a job application to the principal of S.R Public School for the post of librarian. 
also give your details resume.

(5)  Write an article on ‘How human are we’ and the education of today - how relevant ?
(6)  Read all the chapters and poems that are done in class and write the theme and 

message of the chapters in short

SUBJECT – Physical Education
1. Chapters, planning in sports.
2.  Sports and Nutrition 
3.  Yoga and lifestyle 
4.  Physical education and sports for C.W.S.N.

SUBJECT – MUSIC

1. Revision of unit test
2. TilLNada Taal
3. Jhaptal
4. Ragabhairav

SUBJECT – IP
1. Do all examples, solved, unsolved questions of ch- Numpy, Python pandas & MySQL
2. Make a presentation of internet security threats & their preventive measures.
3. Find the apps (Subject Wise) which are useful in teaching learning.
4. Make a presentation on following topics & also collect videos related to following 

topics-
I. E-Waste management

II. Gender and disability issues
III. Role of new media in society
IV. Issues with internet.






